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Real-Time Confirmation of Special Authority Approval 
 

Pacific Blue Cross and BC PharmaCare have launched new technology to allow pharmacy software to translate the 
PharmaNet Special Authority response into a code, which will transmit to Pacific Blue Cross via the Special Authority 
Field (D.64.03) and be printed on the official pharmacy receipt.  
 

If a member has BC PharmaCare Special Authority approval for a drug, the claim will be paid immediately for any 
Pacific Blue Cross plan that requires Special Authorization (code RW). Members will no longer be required to submit 
PharmaCare approval paperwork to Pacific Blue Cross once the code is accepted by your pharmacy software. 
 

Pacific Blue Cross is the first insurance carrier to recognize real-time Special Authority confirmation codes and 
adjudicate according to drug plan designs.  
 

What is the benefit to the patient/pharmacy? 
Many Pacific Blue Cross plans follow the PharmaCare Special Authority requirements for coverage, so patients will 
be very excited to know which pharmacies have this solution in place. Real-time Special Authority confirmation is 
good news for plan members and pharmacy providers because it:  
 

• simplifies the Special Authority confirmation process for members 
• allows immediate access to approved medications 
• improves the customer and pharmacy provider experience 

 

What if we install the latest version and the response code is still RW “Special 
Authorization required”? 
Either the member’s physician has not requested Special Authority approval yet or the member does not have 
Special Authority approval for the drug. 
 

In the interim, if the claim is rejected with the response code RW, "Special Authorization (SA) required," you may 
still transmit the claim using the DV “applied to prov. Plan and approved” intervention code. The DV “applied to 
prov. Plan and approved” intervention code is to be used only if you have confirmed that PharmaCare Special 
Authority approval is in place. Make sure to document the use of the DV “applied to prov. Plan and approved” 
intervention code on the prescription hard-copy or refill log for audit purposes. Alternatively, the member can still 
request a copy of the Special Authority approval from Health Insurance BC and submit it to Pacific Blue Cross, or the 
pharmacy can call and advise us. 
 

How soon can I gain access to this solution? 
Pharmacy vendor software testing is already underway. Please see the most recent BC PharmaCare newsletter for a 
detailed listing of codes. Please check with your software vendor about timing for upgrading software.  

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/health/health-drug-coverage/pharmacare/newsletters/news16-011.pdf

